2006 PRELIMINARY PREVENTIVE EQUIP
AGENCY SCORE SHEET

QUEEN'S CHILD GUIDANCE

AGENCY SCORE

Satisfactory

The AGENCY SCORE is the weighted average of the individual program scores (by funded capacity).

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM SCORE

Each individual program score (called the Total Preventive Score) is Satisfactory or Need Improvement or Unsatisfactory.

TRUDE WEISHAUPT CLINIC          Satisfactory
JAMAICA F.C. (INTENSIVE)        Satisfactory
SONIA STRUMF NURSERY          Satisfactory
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TOTAL PREVENTIVE SCORE Satisfactory

Preventive EQUIP Components

Scores for the components of EQUIP are based on the Preventive data as follows:

*Indicator 1 : Overall Timeliness of Performance

*Indicator 2 : Overall Quality and Performance

*Indicator 3 : Quality of Fiscal Administration and Accountability

The scores for your program are:

Indicator 1: Overall Timeliness of Performance Satisfactory

Indicator 2: Overall Quality and Performance Satisfactory

Indicator 3: Quality of Fiscal Administration and Accountability Satisfactory
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